How does the library make you feel?

AT HOME 😊
How does the library make you feel?

I also feel good after spending time in the research. I notice all my discoveries and I notice what I am on and feel excited. Research makes me feel:

With our past to research.
How would you start your research?

Procrastination.

How does research feel?

Stressful, but rewarding.
How does research make you feel?

Research makes you feel...
How would you start your research?

Speak to a librarian

How would you start your research?

Bibliographies of secondary sources

Come to the website
How does the library make you feel?

Is your research starting from the things you're interested in, from expertise in the topic?

Using keywords of the topic, which courses do you think will help you expand from there?
How does the library make you feel?

Like I'm stuck in Beethoven's Op. 111 piano sonata.

It makes me feel productive when I start making progress in my research.
Safe.

How does the library make you feel?

Start your research.

How would you change the city?
How does research make you feel?

How would you start your research?

spooked
How does the library make you feel?

Use the library.

Research space.

On the Town Hall square, depending on the time of day, people crowd together in a sunny spot. Overlooked by the Town Hall clock tower, conversations are exchanged between the numerous groups and individuals.
How does research make you feel?

**EXCITED!**

I love following a concept down into rabbit holes I didn't expect!

How does the library make you feel?

**HELP**
Exhilarated — finding new knowledge, discovering new connections to solve problems or find new ideas. I often research new things.

Feel?

Research makes you.

How does this feel?
How does the library make you feel?

Nostalgia

How would you start your research?

"Search my soul & pick a topic!"

Then, start compiling a list of books, articles, etc that pertain to my topic, no matter how loosely related.

- Take a moment to panic about topic, then relax - DIVE IN to the literature!
curiosity.

How do you get help with research?

Use the Library?

How would you use the Library?

Many others: they encourage me to read more books for fun or to learn more about my area of interest.

In our society and times these public spaces are available to everyone where one does not need to spend money to engage with that space. Libraries are special to everyone where one feels happy.

How does the Library make you feel?
How does research make you feel?

Generally, I love research! I have a strong sense of curiosity so it's often that I start looking up info on wide-ranging topics.

How does the library make you feel?

Small and still, but calm and secure.
How would you start your research?

- Reading papers and checking their bibliographies.
  - Figuring out a topic
  - Reading and thinking

How does the library make you feel?

- Excited, curious, sometimes a little nervous.
- Mostly happy that I get to look through so many materials.
A Studentist

Why was Lessing's Henkaeran used in the library?

How do you feel research makes you feel?

Excited, engaged, energized, curious... and sometimes?
How does the library make you feel?

DUSTY

How does research make you feel?

Enthusiastic! I love the opportunities for knowledge at the start of a research project.
How does the library make you feel?

Good!

How does research make you feel?

Daunting at first, if exciting
Eventually settles into a nice routine, albeit still exciting
You can feel new doors open up
How does the library make you feel?
quiet, safe & pseudo smart

How do you use the library?
Extra research (2020-2021)
How does research make you feel? ((GUT)) REACTION ± OVERWHELMED

but also like I am about to...

DISCOVER

UNPACK

ORGANIZE

CONNECT

How would you start your research?

STRAIN (but) STRENGTHEN